Dear All
Impromptu Walk, all welcome
Sorry Boots on, but as its unscheduled I have decided to go further afield and with the help of Tony who
trained for ages, by carting tins of beans around the countryside, we are going to embark on the Santiago
De Compostel, a walk in Northern Spain, or at least part of its UK equivalent. The true walk starts in
France, passes close to the ferry port of Santander, then moves along the St James Pilgrim route to De
Compostela. So, all the clues are there for our proposed route. We leave St James church, in lower
Baildon, with our final goal being the De Composela in Keighley, or De Recycling Plant as its better
known locally. We be going via the branch of Halifax, (nearest open bank to Santandar) in Shipley. To
give the walk a foreign more Española flavour, distances will be in Kilo’s, prices in Peseta’s and the
sweets will be supplied by Haribo. Lunch will be taken along the tow path, or (Ta pas )as known locally.
The meal will consist of locally sourced sardines (tinned Asda) a Spanish Omelette (local liquorish –
well Pontefract) and some of Olives 2012 gurkins, with Rennies and Dio calm to follow. As most of the
walk is via the canal, I will leave you all now, and get on with the rest of the page, which is more for
those who prefer items of a general interest. (or the feint hearted)
Quiz with feint answer’s
1, What was the Boy scout’s money raising scheme called
2. What was another name for a 5p piece or shilling in the pre decimal currency.
3. What’s the first name of the US folk singer who wrote Blowing in the Wind
Carol and Eileen’s favourite tune by the way
4. What’s another name for ducking out of the way, also an Australian Comedian?
5. What’s another name for suddenly appearing?
6. Name of the reel which cotton is wound round.
7. Name for a woolly hat other than a Balaclava
8. Comedy Actor who appeared in Son of Paleface.
9. The 5311th most popular name in the USA in 2018
10. What’s the first name of the Burnley FC manager who had his finger in a pie.1955-81
And finally, this week’s toughie
The first name of HF Bradford president in its Centenary Year (no clues)

(--- a job)
(---)
(--- Dylan)
(--- Down)
(---Up)
(---bin)
(--- Hat)
(--- Hope)
(---)
(--- Lord)

Whilst flicking through the TV listings the other day I noticed one entitled: -The Voice, the Memorable
Bits, that’s going to be a short programme thinks I, sure enough 8.30 to 8.35, so watch I did. Nowt
about singing, just Sir Tom Cruise telling a story about a sheep dog and a boot maker in Ponti Prieth, bit
unsavoury, like the sardines. Foreign muck as mum would say, anyway so back to Midsummer Murders
and some light hearted entertainment.
For laugh, A man goes into a chemist shop, this is a sick joke by the way. Now a Limerick or two
There was a young Hiker from Spain
Who found going uphill quite a pain
To add to his woes, had a wart on his nose
And a migraine that drove him insane

There was a young Hiker from Spain
Who tried to keep out of the rain
To bring this about, he wore boots rather stout
And kept far away from the plain.

One you can all try at home: - Whilst painting a ceiling in Ealing, cont.’ Prize for best entry !!!!!
Answer’s in Braille or on the back of an envelope sent to Whitehall 1212

A near normal service will return for the forth coming walk on Wednesday, don’t say you were not
warned, in the meantime, stay in but if you have to go out DON’T forget your Balaclava. Best Wishes to
all Bill

